
Darkness In The Blood: The Blood Angels Of
Warhammer 40,000
The Blood Angels were created during the First Founding of the Space
Marines by the Primarch Sanguinius. Sanguinius was a gifted warrior and a
charismatic leader, and he quickly became one of the most respected
Primarchs among his brothers. The Blood Angels fought bravely in the
Great Crusade, and they were instrumental in the victory over the Horus
Heresy.

However, the Blood Angels bear a terrible secret. They are afflicted by a
genetic flaw known as the "Red Thirst." The Red Thirst is an insatiable
craving for blood, and it can drive the Blood Angels to madness and
violence. The Blood Angels must constantly fight against the Red Thirst,
and they must always be vigilant lest they succumb to its darkness.

In addition to the Red Thirst, the Blood Angels are also afflicted by the
"Black Rage." The Black Rage is a sudden and uncontrollable fit of
madness that can seize the Blood Angels at any time. When the Black
Rage takes hold, the Blood Angels become mindless berserkers, and they
will attack anything in their path. The Black Rage is a terrifying affliction,
and it is one of the things that makes the Blood Angels so feared by their
enemies.
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The Blood Angels are a versatile and powerful army in Warhammer 40,000.
They have a wide range of units to choose from, and they can be played in
a variety of ways. The Blood Angels are especially known for their close
combat prowess, and they can quickly overwhelm their enemies with a tide
of bodies.

Some of the key units in the Blood Angels army include:

Blood Angels Vampires: These elite warriors are the heart of the
Blood Angels army. They are incredibly fast and strong, and they can
quickly tear through enemy ranks.

Blood Angels Death Company: These veterans of the Black Rage
are fearless and unstoppable. They are armed with a variety of
weapons, and they will charge into battle without hesitation.

Blood Angels Sanguinary Guard: These are the bodyguards of the
Blood Angels Chapter Master. They are armed with power swords and
jump packs, and they can quickly strike at the heart of the enemy
army.
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Blood Angels Plasma Cannon: These heavy weapons are capable
of delivering a devastating blow to enemy armor. They are ideal for
taking out enemy vehicles and fortifications.

The Blood Angels are a challenging but rewarding army to play. They
require careful planning and execution, but they can be incredibly powerful
in the right hands. If you are looking for an army that is both iconic and
deadly, then the Blood Angels are the perfect choice for you.

The Blood Angels are one of the most fascinating and complex factions in
Warhammer 40,000. They are a noble and tragic chapter, and their struggle
against the Red Thirst and the Black Rage is one of the most compelling
stories in the game. Whether you are a long-time fan of the Blood Angels or
you are just discovering them for the first time, I hope that this article has
given you a deeper understanding of their history, lore, and gameplay.
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